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The effect of end wall boundary layer on
matching and corresponding flow control
technique for multistage axial compressor

Li Zhihui1,2, Zheng Xinqian2, Liu Yanming1, Li Qiushi3

and Ji Baohua1

Abstract

The development pattern of the end wall boundary layer (BL) in whole conditions and its effect on the matching of

multistage compressor have been studied in detail in this paper. Moreover, one method of end wall zone blade modi-

fication is carried out, using computational fluid dynamics, to improve the stage matching by re-camber. It is found that

the pitch-averaged thickness of end wall BL gradually increases along streamline direction and the BL is highly skewed in

the pitchwise direction. In addition, the value of BL thickness, mainly depends on the stage pressure rise coefficient

�p=�V2
x . For a fixed rotating speed, the axial BL displacement thickness is changed dramatically from choked condition to

near surge operating point. However, this thickness shows insensitive to the change of rotating speeds. On the other

hand, BL degrades the pressure-rise characteristics of stages with low efficiency, and it results in mismatching of the

compressor stage. Furthermore, the deviation angle of the blades is strongly affected by the end wall BL. Finally, two

rows of stators are re-cambered on the leading edge to improve the matching near the hub region where it is influenced

by end wall BL. The results show that the total pressure loss coefficient of the stators is reduced by 0.6 points and 1.73

points each. Moreover, the overall isentropic efficiency of multistage compressor is enhanced by 0.39 points without

compromising pressure-rise capability and surge margin.
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Introduction

It is well known that the aerodynamic performance of
multistage axial compressors such as pressure rise,
stall point, and efficiency are strongly limited by
boundary layer (BL) development. In addition, it
introduces considerable three dimensionality and
unsteadiness in flow. For example, Wisler1 suggested
that more than half of losses in an axial compressor is
associated with the flow in the end wall region.
However, study of BL behavior inside a compressor
is complicated and difficult to examine experimen-
tally. Thus far, this question stands as the most crit-
ical aspect of a multistage compressor for designers.

Previous attempts to analyze the flow were based
on this simplification that the flow is circumferentially
or passage averaged, to be compatible with the com-
monly available axisymmetric models of the main-
stream flow. This method neglected the complex
interactions in the end wall regions. During this
period, Mellor and Wood2 stated an end wall BL
theory which introduced the concepts such as axial,
tangential defect force thickness, etc. Furthermore,

Hirsch3 modified a theory formulated originally by
Mellor by incorporation of the shape factor variation
and the effects of Reynolds number as well as intro-
duction of the wall skewing angle. In addition, Ruyck
and Hirsh4 introduced an axial compressor end wall
BL theory which is required the introduction of three-
dimensional (3D) velocity profile models and allowed
a prediction of radial distribution of velocities and
flow angles including the end wall region.

As for the experimental respect, a large number of
studies have been undertaken, some specifically to
provide data for checking theoretical models, others
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to gain some insight into the physical nature of flow
processes. For example, Smith5 claimed a repeating-
stage flow model and experimental data. He finally
found that end wall BL thickness primarily depends
on the blade-to-blade passage width, the aerodynamic
loading level and clearances. Moreover, Hunter and
Cumpsty6 did an investigation experimentally on an
isolated rotor and they found that the tip clearance
had pronounced effects upon BL development and the
downstream BL thicken as the rotor loading and the
blade-end clearance size were increased. Similarly,
Lakshminarayana7,8 made detailed measurements
about BL development on casing wall and the com-
plex interactions between the leakage flow and the
annulus BL. However, measurements inside compres-
sor are complicated, especially on the rotors, since the
measuring probes have to be employed in a narrow
space or rotate with the rotors. There is not complete
data available for these regions.

Much more research effort has been concerned
with the development of BL itself; on the other
hand the matching problem caused by end wall
region flow is a cursing problem for the compressor
designers. Basically, at the design point, the choices of
the airfoil and the flow path cross-sectional area for
each stage depend on a correct prediction of upstream
stage performance. Any slight discrepancy on the
upstream stages prediction will modify the perform-
ance of downstream stages, hence further affecting the
overall performance. More difficulties follow with the
fact that the downstream stages performance will in
turn modify the performance of upstream stages. This
issue was raised by Stone9 in the early years of multi-
stage axial flow compressor design. Kua10 described
the general rules of matching multistage compressor
and discussed about the design of the tip clearance.
Domercq and Escuret11 underlined how the tip clear-
ance flow affects the matching of compressor stages,
hence modifying the efficiency and stall margin of the
compressor. Their conclusion was that the magnitude
of the pressure ratio due to the open tip clearance and
the induced mismatching has to be taken into account
in order to obtain a robust design. Furthermore, the
evolution of the flow angle is one of the key param-
eters in the stage matching. Indeed, Carter’s Rule12

provided a 2D flow deviation angle model. Then he
modified the forms of Carter’s Rule to account for the
effects of radius and axial velocity changes which were
experimentally measured. These simpler correlations
gave a fast access to matching prediction. However,
when blading was applied in the true axial compressors
environment, the interaction with the end wall causes a
divergence from 2D predictions and it was necessary to
take the effect of end wall BL development into
account. Roberts13 introduced a semi-empirical devi-
ation angle model that allowed reasonable estimates
of various 3D viscous effects for subsonic, axial com-
pressor middle stages and it predicted the variation
of spanwise deviation to a good approximation.

However, these models which are mentioned above
contained lots of empirical parameters and assump-
tions and they could not achieve satisfactory accuracy
on the effect of end wall stage matching.

In order to improve the performance of compres-
sor, flow control measures are necessary, especially
near the end wall region. Thus far, many kinds of
flow control researches14–21 have been done to
improve the compressor performance. Re-cambered
design (also called end-bend) is one of the effective
methods to achieve improvement in the end wall
region. Wisler1 and Freeman22 applied it in engine
compressor and recognized its effectiveness on redu-
cing the losses. Gallimore et al.23,24 treated ‘‘end-
bend’’ as a 3D blade design method and applied it
successfully on high-pressure compressors. George
et al.25 applied the end-bend on stators and they
found that the hub loading of the blade was improved
with the smaller secondary flow. Luo et al.26 con-
ducted an experimental investigation on the 2-stage
compressor with bowed cantilevered stators and the
leakage vortex, corner stall and passage cross flow
were eliminated obviously.

The objective of this paper is to summarize the pat-
tern of BL development in the full operating regions of
a typical well-designed 5-stage compressor and explore
its flow mechanism. Then the major effect of end wall
BL on stage matching is discussed. Finally, one type of
flow control technique, by which re-camber on the
leading edge (LE) is applied near hub end wall
region, is imposed on two stator rows to improve the
stage matching and the corresponding quantitative
angle modification is based on deviation angle results
derived from computational fluid dynamics.

Computational methods

The design parameters of the multistage compressor
rig are summarized in Table 1, where the hub/tip
radius ratio and solidity values are derived from R1
row. A single passage computational domain, includ-
ing IGV, rotors and stators, is shown in Figure 1.
ANSYS/CFX software package is employed to simu-
late the flow in different conditions.

Grid generation

Grid topology selected for flow analysis and modifi-
cation is generated by ANSYS/Turbogrid. Multiblock
structured grids with hexahedral elements are used in
this study. Around blade surfaces the O-grid with
adequate number of elements are employed for a
better BL resolution. The grid node number inside
BL is larger than 10. The J-grid topology is used on
the leading edge and trailing edge of the blade,
whereas H-grid meshes are used at the inlet, passage
and outlet. In order to simulate the viscous flow
accurately, the distance between the first cell and
solid wall is set to 1e�6 m. After the simulation, the
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maximum yþ near the trailing edge of the blade is
found to be between 4 and 5 while the value of the
yþ near the hub surface is less than 2. It should be
noticed that wall functions are not used here. The grid
dependence has been finished and the total grid
number is almost 3.3 millions (shown in Figure 2).

Numerical method

Flow solver CFX/ANSYS software package is
adopted to simulate the viscous flow of high-turning
compressor. Second-order difference scheme is
employed to discrete the Reynolds-averaged N-S
equation in space and achieve convergence solution.
A value of 5e�5 has been chosen as the maximum
residual for convergence criterion.

Boundary conditions

Total pressure and total temperature are imposed
averagely at the inlet, whereas average static pressure
and total temperature are specified at the outlet. By
increasing static pressure at the outlet plane, the per-
formance of the compressor is obtained, and the last
stable operating point is considered as the steady
near-stall point for the compressor. A ‘‘frozen
rotor’’ interface is chosen between domains. The
shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model is
used because of its known effectiveness in treating
flows with adverse pressure gradients and separating
flow. Turbulence intensity of 5% (medium intensity)
is chosen. It should be emphasized that the variable
geometry technique is applied in front stator rows
(IGV, S1, and S2) of the multistage compressor.

Numerical method validation

The numerical method mentioned above is validated
by the application on Rotor 37. In the front stages of
the multistage compressor, the transonic field

occurred, which is similar to the Rotor 37. In add-
ition, the grid topology, distributions and total
number of the Rotor 37 case are almost the same
with the front stages, i.e. the O-grid near wall, the J-
grid on the leading/trailing edge and the H-grid at the
inlet are used here. The detail grid generation scheme
of Rotor 37 is shown in Figure 3. The numerical result
is compared with experimental data shown in the
open literature, which is shown in Figure 4. It is
shown that the numerical result has a satisfying agree-
ment with experimental data. Hence, the reliability of
the method used here has been validated.

The normalized pressure ratio and isentropic effi-
ciency with the normalized mass flow rate of the
5-stage compressor is shown in Figure 5. Three rotat-
ing speeds which are the cruising speed (100%), accel-
erating speed (105%), and decelerating speed (95%)
are simulated respectively.

Boundary layer development pattern

With the BL theory of end wall flow treated as a vis-
cous flow problem, the thickness development of the
flow near the end wall region is concerned and
described by the overall defect integral properties
rather than in terms of detailed BL profiles them-
selves. Before studying the BL development, the iden-
tification of wall BL edge should be made. Just as
Hunter and Cumspty described as follows, the most
convenient definition appeared to be the position
where the axial velocity either reached a peak or
reached the uniform value of the free stream.

Velocity profiles of hub end wall BL

In this paper, we mainly focus on the axial end wall
BL development of multistage compressor. As the
definition of BL was mentioned above, the axial vel-
ocity profiles on the peak efficiency operating point of
cruising speed, which is circumferentially mass-aver-
aged downstream each rotor and stator, are shown in
Figure 6.

Red points in Figure 6 represent the places where
axial velocity magnitude reaches the maximum for the
first time in the spanwise direction. Therefore, it
means that the edge of end wall BL by the definition
mentioned above. There is a pronounced broadening

Figure 2. The grid generation scheme.

Table 1. The design parameters of the multistage rig.

Parameter Value

Flow coefficient 0.53

Inlet tip Mach number 1.45

Specific speed 4.88

Hub/tip radius ratio 0.50

Solidity 1.54

Figure 1. The single computational passage domain.
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of the region of the BL across the rotor and stator
along the axial direction, and the profiles become less
full with increasing stage number. Obviously the
development of BL thickness should be normalized
for convenient comparison, and the quantitative
development would be described by the integral par-
ameter of axial velocity.

Integral development pattern of end wall BL

The concept of BL displacement thickness is illu-
strated in Figure 7. The challenges associated with
defining BL region in a compressor blade row flow
field are that the flow is multidirectional, and the
free stream is nonuniform. The integral parameter dis-
placement thickness ��, which is convenient to com-
pare, is introduced here

�� ¼

Z �

0

1�
�vx
�VVx

� �
dz ð1Þ

where � is the air density and the integral is taken
along the blade direction z. Here, � stands for flow
velocity inside BL while Vx and �V are the maximum
value of �xv and � at the BL edge.

A simple analysis of BL along the end wall is given
in Figure 8, in which the geometry for the case of a
blade with clearance is shown. The view shows an
axial section through the machine.

Here, Vx1 and Vx2 indicate the mainstream velocity
on A and D at two different streamwise locations.
The BL edge height [�1 and �2] are resulted from the
definition mentioned above. We assume thatFxis the
axial component of blade force at the edge of BL

Figure 3. The grid generation scheme of Rotor 37.

Figure 5. Overall performance characteristics of multistage

compressor.

Figure 4. Numerical method validation on Rotor 37.
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and�Fxdenotes the deficit thickness of the axial force.
Furthermore�denotes the height of hub clearance
andfsis the end wall shear stress in the axial direction.

In the case of conservation of axial momentum in
the control volume, the equation of momentum is

Z �1

0

s�v2x1dz�

Z �2

0

s�v2x2dz�
Vx1 þ Vx2

2

� �
Z �1

0

�svx1dz�

Z �2

0

�svx2dz

� �

¼ fxsLþ Fx�Fx ð2Þ

where it is integrated across the pitch (s) at each
radius. The integral is taken along the blade direction
z, into the mainstream where vx ¼ Vx. Furthermore,

the velocity through BC is assumed to be the average
value of Vx1 and Vx2. L is the distance between two
different stream locations.

For the convenience of comparison, the axial
momentum thickness [�x] and the displacement thick-
ness [��] are introduced to transform the formulas,
and we consider the mainstream axial velocity main-
tained constant, so equation (2) yielded

�� ¼ �2 � �1 ¼
1

V2
x

fsL

�
þ
Fx�Fx
�s

� �
ð3Þ

Here, the assumption of invariant pressure with
radius is accepted. As a result, Fx equals to s�p

Figure 6. Velocity profiles downstream of (a) rotors and (b) stators.

Figure 8. Analysis of BL development.

Figure 7. BL schematic.
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outside the BL region, where �p is the pressure rise
across the blade. Furthermore, as mentioned by
Cumpsty, the skin friction coefficient is normally of
order 0.003 for turbulent BL at fairly high Reynolds
numbers. Thus the component of the wall shear stress
in the axial direction is given by

fs � 0:003ð�V2
x=2Þ ð4Þ

Empiricism in the form of a relation for the
momentum thickness and displacement thickness is
given by

H ¼ ��=� ð5Þ

Furthermore, Horlock and Perkins took �Fx to be
the product of an empirical constant K and clearance
size �, implying that the local blade lift is retained to
the end of a cantilevered unshrouded blade.
Lakshminarayana and Horck showed progressive
shedding toward the tip together with some lift reten-
tion there, suggesting that the force deficit thickness
should be somewhat greater than �(15K5 2, say).
The thickness displacement modification is then

��x ¼
�pK�H

�V2
x

þ 0:0015LH ð6Þ

It can be noted from equation (6) that, for a fixed
compressor configuration, the change across the
stator hub clearance row ��x is mainly proportional
to the pressure rise coefficient �p=�V2

x (in this paper,
the slash ‘/’ means the division operation). The dis-
placement thickness of BL increases across the canti-
lever stator hub clearance region. Conversely, for the
rotor hub row, the blade force direction is identical to
the mainstream. Therefore, the displacement thick-
ness of BL decreases across the rotor hub row.

The variation of axial displacement thickness of BL
with the change of operating point and the rotating
speed is summarized in Figure 9(a). Obviously, the
pattern of axial BL changes dramatically when the
operating point moved from choked condition to
near surge operating point. The average BL thickness
growth rate near surge point is about 4 times of that
at choked operating point. This phenomenon can be
explained by the reason that the reverse pressure gra-
dient and mainstream velocity values largely changes
from choke to surge. Equation (6) indicates that the
pressure rise coefficient term �p=�V2

x is the most
important parameters for controlling the development
of BL. Thus, the BL grew rapidly when the reverse
pressure gradient is higher and velocity is smaller (i.e.
near surge condition). Oppositely, the BL thickness
evolves slowly when the reverse pressure gradient is
gentle with big mainstream magnitude (i.e. near
choked condition). Furthermore, the pattern of BL
is nearly insensitive to the change of rotating speed.
The BL development near surge operating point with

three different rotating speeds seemed to be similar, so
did the peak efficiency and near choked operating
points. This phenomenon also could be explained by
the effect of the pressure rise coefficient term. For
example, when the operating point moves from high
rotating speed to low rotating speed, both the reverse
pressure gradient and the main flow velocity decrease.
As a result, the growth of BL displacement thickness
maintained the same order as the former condition.

Although the displacement thickness of stage hub
end wall BL increases in the mainstream direction,
Figure 9(b) shows that the thickness increases when
the stream flow through the cantilevered stator row
and decreases through the rotor row of one stage. All
of the data derived from either the edge of BL or the
displacement thickness dedicate that the end wall BL
results in more serious influence along the streamwise
direction.

Losses distribution near end wall region

The thickness of BL as discussed before has influence
on the performance of compressor (i.e. the loss distri-
bution) and it should be emphasized. Here, the total
pressure loss coefficient �T is used for the stator and
isentropic efficiency �Isen for rotor to evaluate the
effect of end wall BL on the performance of
compressor.

The definition of pressure loss coefficient and isen-
tropic efficiency are introduced here

�T ¼
Pin
T � Pout

T

Pin
T � Pin

S

ð7Þ

�Isen ¼
ðPout

T =Pin
T Þ
ð��1Þ=�

� 1

ðTout
T =Tin

T Þ � 1
ð8Þ

where � is ratio of specific heats, PT, PS, and TT are
total pressure, static pressure, and total temperature,
respectively. Losses distribution at the operating point
(OP), which is circumferentially mass averaged, is
shown in Figure 10.

The loss is big in the end wall region and the value
increased along the streamwise direction, which is
similar with the displacement thickness pattern in
some extent. Moreover, the scope of losses is broa-
dened in the spanwise direction. It is reasonable that
the corner stall flow, passage cross vortex and clear-
ance leakage produced lots of hub losses in rear
stages. End wall losses play a significant role in the
total losses of the compressor.

Furthermore, to observe the tangential and radial
situation, the relative exit Mach number contours in
the third stage passage, which is representative to the
five stage pitchwise flow, are shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, the dashed line indicates the edge of
end wall BL. The skew of BL close to the end wall
could be observed clearly. The stall corner vortex near
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the suction surface (SS) and passage cross flow, which
migrates from pressure surface (PS) to SS, made the
BL near hub wall nonuniform in the pitchwise direc-
tion, especially for the rotor. However, the canti-
levered stator suffered less influence due to the
existence of hub clearance leakage flow (LF).

Effect of BL on stage matching

The basic effect of end wall BL on a single blade row
consists of an increase in loss due to the interaction of
end wall BL with the main flow. The purpose of this
paragraph is to point out the effect of this major
technological effect on stage matching.

Figure 12 gives the contours of the circumferen-
tially averaged static entropy obtained from 3D
Navier–Stokes computations of the compressor
block for two levels of end wall flow, i.e. original
and nominal end wall. The nominal hub end wall is
done by setting the hub free slip wall boundary
condition.

The difference in entropy contours emphasizes the
increase in hub pressure losses and blockage located
near the hub for the original configuration. Finally,
the stage pressure-rise characteristics are deteriorated,
resulting in a mismatching between stages. In a multi-
stage compressor, the appearance of end wall BL of a
given stage has several effects.

Figure 9. Variation of displacement thickness of BL: (a) normalized BL displacement thickness versus variable operating points;

(b) normalized BL displacement thickness versus variable streamwise locations.
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1. The pressure-rise characteristics of this stage will
be degraded, with lower pressure rise capability,
stall margin, and efficiency.

2. Upstream stages will be throttled to compensate
for the pressure loss of the end wall flow stage.

3. Downstream stages will have to operate with
an increased inlet blockage factor. This last effect
will tend to move the blockage factor evolution
across the compressor away from the design intent.

4. The second and third effects will result in a mis-
matching of compressor stages.

(a) Overall effect on stage matching of compressor

In Figure 13, we assume that one compressor con-
tains two stages. Furthermore, the inlet mass flow rate
is m, with total temperature T1 and total pressure P1.
And the corrected mass flow for Stage 1 and Stage 2
are m�1 and m�2, respectively. The difference in throt-
tling can be calculated by expressing the ratio of the
outlet to inlet corrected flow rates of a stage as a func-
tion of the pressure ratio 	 and the corresponding

polytropic efficiency�Pol. Thus, for a perfect gas we
have

m�2
m�1
¼ 	ð��1�2��PolÞ=2��Pol ð9Þ

Due to 	 >1 and �¼ 1.4, it is easy to know that the
corrected mass flow rate ratiom�2=m

�
1 < 1. As a result, the

main effect is that the second stage is further throttled
than the first stage, each stage pressure-rise characteris-
tics is deteriorated by the end wall blockage. The cor-
rected mass flow rate of the free slide end wall and
polytropic efficiency corresponding to Stage 1 are written
as m�1n and �nPol. The change of corrected mass flow due
to blockage is �m� ¼ m�n �m�. It now yields that

�m�2 ¼ m�1n	
ð��1�2��nPolÞ=2��nPol
n �m�1	

ð��1�2��PolÞ=2��Pol

5 ðm�1n �m�1Þ	
ð��1�2��PolÞ=2��Pol 5�m�1 ð10Þ

Equation (19) illustrates the point that the difference
in the corrected mass flow rate is intensified by the

Figure 10. Losses distribution along blade height: (a) rotor isentropic efficiency�Isen; (b) stator total pressure loss coefficient �T .
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deterioration of each stage pressure-rise characteristics.
Finally, the front stage exhibits a poor throttling cap-
acity and the margin of all stages is limited by it. In
order to prove the technical point mentioned above, the
matching of detail compressor cases is shown below.

The related block aerodynamic pressure-rise char-
acteristics are given in Figure 14. Figures (a) to (c)
give the details of the individual stage behavior.
In Figure (c), the existence of end wall BL results in
a 1.7% pressure drop with the expected effect (0.7%
decrease in stage corrected mass flow rate). Therefore,
as discussed above, the outlet corrected mass flow of
the fourth stage will differ from the slip and free slip
case. This is the reason why the OP of the fourth stage
shows a further throttling for the free slip wall case

(Figure (b)). The pressure drop in the fourth stage is
close to 0.8% and corresponding 1.2% difference in
outlet corrected mass flow due to the end wall BL.
Finally, the throttling of the third stage is increased
by an amount of 2.6%.

(b) Overall effect on flow angle of compressor

To get the detailed flow information about the
stage matching, the flow angle near the trailing edge
of the two cases (free slip wall and no free slip wall) is
compared in Figure 15.

Figure 15 indicates that the end wall BL near hub
region mainly influences about 40% span of the

Figure 11. Contours of rotors and stators exit Mach number: (a) 20%c of R3; (b) 20%c of S3; (c) 60%c of R3; (d) 60%c of S3; (e)

90%c of R3; (f) 90%c of S3.
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blades both for rotor and stator. As for the rotor, the
main flow is overturned close to the end wall and
under-turned further away. The detail streamlines
are shown in Figure 16, in which there is a corner
stall near the hub region of the rotor and the trailing
edge turbo surface streamlines act like a ‘‘clockwise
circle’’. Likewise the flow situation on the stator blade
exhibits a similar behavior, where the under-turned
and over-turned flow is observed. Some difference is
observed near the hub wall of the stators. Because of
the tip clearance of cantilever stator, the clearance
flow makes the flow swirl far from the prototype.

Flow control method

Deviation angle correlation

As shown above, the BL thickness increases aggres-
sively along axial direction and seriously affects the
efficiency especially in rear stages. Corner stall and
leakage flow make the matching between stages very
terrible in the end wall region. For a designer, it is
difficult to evaluate the effect in the design progress
from the traditional method mentioned above.
However, the 3D flow field calculation provides tool
for us to achieve quantitative flow details and make
effective optimizations according to the accurate
result. In this paper, we focus on the rear stages of
axial compressor for the reason that the end wall
BL developed fully in this area. In order to validate
the modification method and simplify the progress,
the corresponding flow angle and blade angle

derived from leading edge of S4 and S5 are shown
in Figure 17.

Because of the deviation angle of the rotor near the
hub and shroud is big, the mismatching (mainly the
incident angle) with downstream stators would be
substantial. Figure 16 indicates that the deviation
angle of R4 and R5 are individually overturned by
almost 8� and 11� near hub end wall. In order to elim-
inate the mismatching caused by end wall BL, the
quantitative re-camber technique (also called ‘‘end
bend’’) is applied in the next procedure.

Leading edge re-camber

In a typical multistage compressor, the viscous forces
exerted on the flow near the end wall, change in the
frame of reference between rotors and stators and the
secondary flows produced by upstream blade rows,
cause the flow angle at the inlet to the blade rows
typically to increase (measured from the axial direc-
tion) progressively as the end wall is approached. As
we known, aligning the leading edge to the flow dir-
ection could make the suction surface deceleration
smaller and prevent the BL from separating. The lead-
ing edge re-camber method is developed by this
means.

In this paper, hub incident angle is modified on S4
and S5. For S4, the leading edge blade angle up to
20% span measured from the axial direction is turned
to match the flow angle, which is based on the flow
angle shown in Figure 16. Then the new downstream
flow situation (S5) is calculated. Although this new
inlet flow angle for S5 is not plot here, the leading
edge blade angle is turned to match the flow angle
based on the calculation result (also up to 20%
span). Moreover, the centroid stacking is kept same
with the original geometry. The back version view
comparison between original and modified blade is
shown in Figure 18.

A comparison between original and modified total
compressor performance characteristics are shown in

Figure 12. Contours of the circumferentially averaged static entropy: (a) Original hub end wall; (b) free slip hub end wall.

Figure 13. Scheme of corrected mass flowrate between

stages.
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Figure 19. The peak isentropic efficiency is increased
by 0.39 points while the stable region and the total
pressure rise remain same with the origin. It is also
found that the total pressure losses coefficient of S4 is

reduced by 0.6 points and 1.73 points to S5, which is
shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 indicates that the end wall and the
middle span region loss reduction are improving.

Figure 14. Matching of the rear block of stages: (a) third stage compressor map; (b) fourth stage compressor map; (c) fifth stage

compressor map.

Zhihui et al. 2189



The end wall loss is relieved due to the effect of re-
camber. Moreover, this middle span region change
might be caused by the introduction of sweep and
dihedral more or less, which is the result of modify-
ing the stacking line besides the centroid line.
Furthermore, both of the performance of fourth
and fifth stage have been improved. All of these
improvements show that the design intent of improv-
ing the datum compressor behavior has been
maintained.

Over all, the flow mechanism of performance
improvement can be divided into two parts:

1. Aligning the leading edge more to the flow direc-
tion can help to reduce the amount of deceleration
near suction surface, reduce the pressure rise and
finally suppress the BL separation.

2. Stacking line choices incorporating re-camber
introduce effects of dihedral and sweep (especially
dihedral effect near hub shown in Figure 18). As to

Figure 15. Comparison of flow angle on trailing edges: (a) R3 flow angle on trailing edge; (b) S3 flow angle on trailing edge.
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the dihedral effect defined by Gallimore et al.,23,24

the stacking line mainly introduces positive dihe-
dral in this paper. Changes of blade loading
caused by the induced velocity field in this region
have a significant effect on end wall loss gener-
ation. Positive dihedral can reduce the blade
force local to the end wall and alleviate suction
surface deceleration, leading to a fuller velocity
profile near the end wall.

As a result, the loss can be reduced near the
end wall, resulting in the total performance
improvement.

Figure 17. Deviation correlation of: (a) R4 and (b) R5.

Figure 16. Surface streamlines of rotor.
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Conclusions

The flow near the end wall region is very complicated
and development pattern of the hub end wall BL
thickness in a typical well-designed 5-stage compres-
sor is summarized in its whole operating conditions.
Furthermore, the effect of end wall BL on matching is
discussed in details. Finally, the corresponding flow
control method is used to improve the stage matching.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this
study:

1. The end wall BL displacement thickness increases
along axial direction and the growth rate of the
BL thickness dramatically increases with the oper-
ating point moving from choked condition to near
surge operating point for a fixed rotating speed.
The maximum end wall BL thickness influences

Figure 18. Comparison between origin and modified

geometry.

Figure 19. Comparison of the original and modified total

compressor performance characteristics.

Figure 20. Comparison of original and modified total pres-

sure losses on: (a) S4 and (b) S5.
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largely from end wall till the 4% of the average
blade span near chock operating points while it
influences till 12% span near peak efficiency
points, moreover, till almost 16% span, near
surge operating point. The average BL thickness
growth rate near surge point is about 4 times than
near choked operating point.

2. Moreover, the thickness of end wall BL shows
insensitive to the change of rotating speed. The
BL thickness of a compressor rig mainly depends
on the stage pressure rise coefficient �p=�V2

x.
Furthermore, the displacement thickness of BL
increases through stator hub clearance and
decreases across the rotor non-clearance region
due to the effect of blade force deficit. The scope
of end wall losses is broadened in the spanwise
direction, and the pitchwise end wall BL generally
tends to be skewed.

3. End wall BL produces losses, degrades the pres-
sure rise capacity and results in the mismatching
of stages. The effect of BL on pressure rise and
losses gradually enlarges along the mainstream
direction. The upstream stage corrected mass
flow rate is further throttled and finally causes
the stability limit. As for the deviation angle, up
to 40% span, it is overturned close to the end wall
and under-turned further away.

4. Improvement could be made to engine compressor
performance by applying re-cambered designs
in the end wall region. The total compressor
efficiency is enhanced by 0.39 points without com-
promising the pressure-rise capability and the
surge margin. In addition, the unsteady effect
on the pattern of BL should be taken into
account in the next procedure. Furthermore, the
technique of re-camber will be applied to rotors in
the future.
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Appendix

Notation

f wall shear stress
F blade force at boundary layer edge
H ratio of momentum thickness and

displacement thickness
L distance between stream locations
p static pressure
P total pressure
PP peak pressure ratio

s pitchwise passage width
v flow velocity inside boundary layer

edge
V flow velocity at boundary layer edge
yþ first grid distance from the wall
� boundary layer thickness
�� boundary layer displacement thickness
�Isen isentropic efficiency
�Pol polytropic efficiency
�T total pressure losses coefficient

	 pressure ratio
� zir density
� clearance size
� boundary layer momentum thickness

Subscript

in inlet
out outlet
S static
T total
x axial direction
Z radial direction

Superscript

� corrected parameter
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